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CLEARS, CLEARING-COURSE AND OT’S

According to the quotes in the FSB of February 24, 2004 CLEAR, ONLY THE CLEARING-COURSE

undoubtedly shows that  the Clear Condition  according to  LRH can exclusively be reached
through the Clearing-Course. All other references are from the year 1978 and on, in which Da-
vid Mayo and other tech-terminals “in the name of LRH” have published HCOBs, which viola-
ted fundamental LRH guidelines. HCOBs are Ron’s sole line of communication. The fact that
he hadn’t had the chance to defend them and we have to speculate about what actually came
through from him and what has been forged, says more than a thousand words in my opinion. 

I don’t want to judge whether or not there are “Natural Clears” on this earth. I don’t want to de-
value anyone. According to my information, though, Ron did not mention this condition.1 

Of course there are Pastlife-Clears when someone is reborn who had been going Clear on the
Clearing-Course in the past life since 1967. I assume that one will remember sooner or later du-
ring the current auditing. 

I am not saying that a Non-CC-Clear does not get any reads on the pre-OT-levels or can have
any wins on it. We are not talking about the OT-levels yet because no one is delivering those
anymore for the same reasons as the CC: The CoS has removed them and almost nobody noti-
ced this in the FZ. 

What  I am observing is  that  someone who is  lacking the basics (Dianetics,  Grade,  Power,
R6EW and CC) and going to the pre-OT-levels will end up in one of two categories: He had
either been strong enough or become strong enough through the auditing so that he was finally
able to have some wins on the pre-OT-levels; but it is doubtful that these wins could be the en-
tirety you would have with the “basic bridge” on these levels. Or he will be overwhelmed by
the material of these levels and suffer from it: be it physically, mentally or maybe even in the
shape of a lost life. There are several public cases where people became mentally ill and/or lost
their lives on the pre-OT-levels. 

No matter in which category one may be - and I cannot and don’t want to judge anyone on the
category he is in in my opinion - he is definitely missing the wins of the lower levels that he
failed to take. It is definitely not the case that a higher level contains the EP of the lower levels. 

If you did not reach the dianetics EP and continue to move forward, then you simply won’t be
healthy and happy later on. If you don’t have level 0, you are no  communication release. If you
miss out on level 1, you will continue to have worries and problems no matter how far you may
be on the bridge otherwise. 

 The point of the bridge is not the acquisition of a status (“I am much further above than you“)
but the achievement of liberties. 

1 Later I found more data on Natural Clear and wrote FSB 18.05.2005 THERE EXISTS NO NATURAL CLEAR
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And those are completely differentiated and can be looked up at the bridge, e.g. in the book
What is Scientology from 1978. 

Omitting bridge levels seems as absurd to me as only reading the last few pages of a crime no-
vel just to be able to join the discussion of who the killer was. 

You are missing the actual joy of a crime novel. That is self-deception. The sequence of the
bridge is mandatory according to LHR and is not individually decided on by PC to PC due to
technical reasons. Ron TR-3ed this datum over and over. 

Now this does not necessarily mean that advanced levels will be failed if previous ones have
been skipped. But you could fail, and the more you deviate from the right bridge and tech, you
will fail with increasing probability. I am insofar subjectively connected to reality that I not
only watch people in PT who fail (up to insanity, lingering illnesses and death) due to omissi -
ons and out-tech but because I have several (more than 3) past-life Scientologists among my
PC’s who told me a thing or two about it. 

I experienced a big release on dianetics myself in the CoS and had the clear-cognition and I was
certified “Clear” on the CCRD according to standards of RTC. Then I took the solo course
(started in the CoS, finished in Freedom), successfully finished the OT-1 and started the OT-2
course. 

Due to the data there, I realized that I was missing the Clearing-Course and, therefore, the enti-
re Clear condition. Thus, I only went back to the CC because I wrongfully thought I had already
been in the non-interference zone and was not able to make up for the missing levels. Too bad!
I started on the CC over three months ago and have been auditing alone since then with good
progress2. John McMasters who was on the CC for eight months was celebrated as the first Cle-
ar in 1968. 

It’s a pity for me that I made the lower levels only “halfway”. I received a little bit of every-
thing in the CoS and, therefore, I am in a good condition, just not to the full end phenomenon
according to standard tech. I  want to grant anyone all possible gains and feel obligated to say
this. Not to devalue anyone who thinks he is a step ahead already. 

For the entire delivery of the bridge levels on the right side, you need the auditor’s training (left
bridge side) for the full wins. In case of doubt, the latter is actually the most important. A trai-
ned auditor who wasn’t audited is better than the reverse! Ron basically says: If you want to
give someone a raw deal, audit him until Clear and don’t train him. - An experienced but little
audited auditor will possibly have an outstanding mental condition, maybe even hardly any dif-
ferent from a Clear. Therefore: Training is really important! 
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2 A year later I could attest the CC with a biiiig win, I was finally Clear!


